Ethnic differences in atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease and lipid metabolism.
Comparison of risk factors and cardiovascular disease among racial and ethnic groups is a powerful approach to study genetics and lifestyle, or environmental interactions. Most, mean or median, cardiovascular risk factor levels are similar among black and white people. There are much greater differences in the distribution of risk factor level within a specific race and ethnic group than between US populations. There are also very large differences in levels of risk factors for coronary heart disease between specific ethnic migrant populations such as comparing black people in Africa with those in the US, or Japanese people in Japan with those in Hawaii and California. Differences in distribution of risk factors and disease between race and ethnic group are a function of the frequency of specific genotypes and interaction with environmental factors. Several of the most important differences between racial groups are higher blood pressure, lower triglycerides and higher HDL cholesterol among blacks, higher prevalence of diabetes and insulin resistance among Mexican Americans and American Indians, and higher triglyceride levels among the Japanese. Further studies of racial and ethnic differences should focus on unique phenotypes and genotypic differences, international and migrant studies and large enough sample sizes to provide robust results. The sprinkling of a percentage of minority participants in each study is worthless. The study of racial and ethnic differences in disease and detection of risk factor levels must be based on solid hypotheses that can evaluate the interaction of lifestyle and possible genetic attributes. Many of the reported ethnic differences in risk factors and disease in US populations are primarily a function of differences in education, socioeconomic variations, and utilization of preventive and clinical treatments.